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of Motion-Based Visual Prediction
Dan Hu, Matias Ison and Alan Johnston*

School of Psychology, University of Nottingham, Nottingham, United Kingdom

Human vision supports prediction for moving stimuli. Here we take an individual
differences approach to investigate whether there could be a common processing rate
for motion-based visual prediction across diverse motion phenomena. Motion Induced
Spatial Conflict (MISC) refers to an incongruity arising from two edges of a combined
stimulus, moving rigidly, but with different apparent speeds. This discrepancy induces an
illusory jitter that has been attributed to conflict within a motion prediction mechanism. Its
apparent frequency has been shown to correlate with the frequency of alpha oscillations
in the brain. We asked what other psychophysical measures might correlate positively
with MISC frequency. We measured the correlation between MISC jitter frequency and
another three measures that might be linked to motion-based spatial prediction. We
demonstrate that the illusory jitter frequency in MISC correlates significantly with the
accrual rate of the Motion Induced Position Shift (MIPS) effect - the well-established
observation that a carrier movement in a static envelope of a Gabor target leads
to an apparent position shift of the envelope in the direction of motion. We did not
observe significant correlations with the other two measures – the Adaptation Induced
Spatial Shift accrual rate (AISS) and the Smooth Motion Threshold (SMT). These results
suggest a shared perceptual rate between MISC and MIPS, implying a common periodic
mechanism for motion-based visual prediction.

Keywords: motion, visual prediction, spatial illusion, alpha activity, motion adaptation, individual difference

INTRODUCTION

In this study we focus on the temporal properties of motion-based prediction. Prediction is a
common ingredient of visual experience. For example, when you hear familiar footsteps outside
the door, you will get an image of the person before you see them (Enns and Lleras, 2008). Motion-
based visual prediction is more specific, referring to the ability of the visual system to predict spatial
and temporal properties of moving stimuli (e.g., where and when a moving ball will be). This facility
is essential to our capacity to interact with the fast-changing outside world and compensate for
neural delays in visual motion processing, and programming upcoming actions (Nijhawan, 2002;
Hubbard, 2005; see Hogendoorn, 2020, 2021 for recent reviews).

Motion-based prediction has been studied using a diverse set of tasks. Motion Induced
Spatial Conflict refers to a striking effect in which an illusory jitter appears at a
characteristic frequency, typically around 10 Hz, in a smoothly moving stimulus. Equiluminant
and low contrast motion appears perceptually slower than high contrast luminance-based
motion (Thompson, 1982; Cavanagh et al., 1984). When two edges with different apparent
speeds (e.g., one perceptually slowed equiluminant chromatic or low luminance-contrast
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edge, one high luminance-contrast edge) move together as a
combined stimulus, the central region appears to jitter (Arnold
and Johnston, 2003). The jitter frequency was found to be
invariant with respect to the stimulus physical speed, form,
and type of motion, and perceived jitter remains when the two
moving edges are presented dichoptically (Arnold and Johnston,
2003, 2005). Based on these observations, Arnold and Johnston
attributed the illusion to a spatial conflict caused by visual
prediction. Note that jitter disappears when there is a luminance
as well as a chromatic difference at the red-green border (see
Figure 1), precluding the idea that jitter arises from a non-
specific modulation of the stimulus rather than intrinsic stimulus
processing, and that the differences in speed have to be converted
into differences in spatial position to explain the phenomenon. If
the two edges in the stimulus are predicted forward to different
degrees due to their differing perceived speeds, then there will
be an increasing discrepancy between the spatial prediction and
the upcoming stimulus, and this conflict is thought to be resolved
periodically in favour of the incoming data.

The key observation in MISC is that a semi-stochastic periodic
perceptual experience arises from a stimulus in constant-velocity
physically-smooth motion, implying that the periodic nature
of the experience arises as consequence of a recurrent neural
process. Arnold and Johnston (2003) attributed this periodicity
to a process of motion-based prediction, inducing a forward shift
in spatial pattern, and a comparison between prediction and
incoming spatial information, with a resolution of the error in
favour of incoming sensory evidence over prediction. Typically,
the smooth motion of luminance-based pattern would give rise
to accurate predictions and consonance between prediction and

FIGURE 1 | Stimulus illustration and measurement. In MISC, the equiluminant
chromatic (red and green) edge and high luminance contrast (red and black)
edge move together, producing an illusory jitter whose frequency is related to
the MEG alpha oscillation frequency. In MIPS, the carrier movement in a static
envelope leads to an illusory position shift of the envelope in the carrier motion
direction. In AISS, motion adaptation induces an illusory spatial shift in the
direction of the motion after-effect (MAE). In SMT, there is an upper threshold
for perceiving “smooth rotation”, above which motion becomes turbulent. We
measure a rate in each task – the illusory jitter frequency in MISC, the accrual
rate of the illusion in MIPS and AISS, and the upper smooth motion threshold
(temporal frequency) in SMT. See Supplementary Movies 1, 2 for a
demonstration of the MISC and AISS illusions.

incoming data with a negligible error, apart from perhaps at
high speeds when, due to time pressure, there may be errors
in motion computation, motion-based spatial shifts, or both.
Thus, in the typical case, prediction and data will match and the
recurrent process will be silent and inaccessible to experience.
The proposed functional role for this processing loop is the
effective calibration of velocity calculation by the visual system.
However, this proposal leaves open the exact timing of the
proposed predict and compare loop. The timing of the loop
should be linked to the frequency of perceived jitter, but it
has proved difficult to find a simple method to manipulate the
frequency of the apparent jitter, which might be expected if the
jitter rate is a consequence of an intrinsic property of neural
processing. Though difficult to manipulate within individuals,
MISC rate does vary across individuals (Minami and Amano,
2017), suggesting we may be able to explore the effect of variable
processing rate using an individual differences approach.

Much of the research on visual perception has tended to
treat individual differences as noise rather than a significant
research tool for investigating visual processes (Peterzell and
Kennedy, 2016; Mollon et al., 2017). Coren and Porac (1987)
reported performance correlations among multiple spatial ability
tests and the strength of visual illusions, and found that
different levels of spatial abilities, as non-causal mechanisms,
can predict the perceived magnitude of the illusions. More
recently, Grzeczkowski et al. (2017) investigated correlations
between a number of visual illusions but only found a significant
correlation between the Ebbinghaus illusion and the Ponzo
illusion (R = 0.23), both of which involve size scaling. These
studies with static visual stimuli suggest a limited correlation
between performance on perceptual tasks unless the phenomena
are similar (e.g., size scaling). The individual differences approach
has also been applied to motion processing, providing evidence
that presaccadic pursuit acceleration is correlated with low-
level speed discrimination whereas postsaccadic pursuit accuracy
is correlated with feature tracking accuracy (Wilmer and
Nakayama, 2007); motion segregation performance is predicted
by the amount of spatial suppression for large stimuli (Tadin et al.,
2019); spatial suppression of motion direction discrimination
is also correlated with IQ (Melnick et al., 2013) and the
correlation structure of duration thresholds for motion direction
discrimination, as a function of spatial frequency, clusters into
three spatial frequency bands (Luna and Serrano-Pedraza, 2020).
If participants show similar performance across different tasks,
then this implies a common element. If there is a general
underlying characteristic determining performance in tasks used
to study the effect of motion on perceived position, using
an individual differences approach may shed light on these
common elements.

It is important here to avoid comparing tasks that may lead
to trivial correlations essentially by observers reconfiguring
the tasks (Mollon et al., 2017). For example, vernier acuity
might be reconfigured as an orientation discrimination task or
a dot numerosity discrimination task may be reconfigured as
a dot density discrimination task. In this case the presence of
significant correlations across individuals trivially highlights
the similarly of the tasks, rather than providing insights into
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shared component mechanisms. A strategy of comparing
diverse tasks delivers the potential added benefit of linking
disparate paradigms used to investigate the same basic
perceptual operations.

Motion Induced Spatial Conflict is associated with a
corresponding neural oscillation. Illusory jitter enhances 10 Hz
oscillations in the MEG signal over that generated by physical
jitter (Amano et al., 2008) and the MISC frequency is correlated
with alpha frequency across individuals (Minami and Amano,
2017). An increasing body of work has demonstrated a link
between perception and the frequency and phase of ongoing
oscillatory activity in the alpha (8–13 Hz) and theta bands (4–
8 Hz) (VanRullen and Dubois, 2011; VanRullen, 2016). Detection
of near threshold stimulation modulates with the phase of alpha
at the time of stimulation (Busch et al., 2009), as does the
magnitude of the flash-lag effect (Chakravarthi and VanRullen,
2012) and the tendency to see a pair of flashes as double or
single (Valera et al., 1981; Milton and Pleydell-Pearce, 2016).
The alpha rhythm has been shown to exhibit rather large inter-
subject variability (Haegens et al., 2014). Alpha frequency across
individuals is correlated with, in addition to MISC frequency, the
capacity to resolve two flashes (Samaha and Postle, 2015) and
the rate of perceptual alternations in binocular rivalry (Katyal
et al., 2019). This suggests there may be a general rate of neural
processing, linked to alpha oscillation frequency, that differs
across individuals.

We analyzed performance correlations between the Motion-
Induced Spatial Conflict (MISC) flicker rate and rates in three
other tasks – the Motion Induced Position Shift (MIPS),
the Adaptation Induced Spatial Shift (AISS) and the Smooth
Motion Threshold (SMT). MIPS describes the well-established
observation that grating (carrier) movement in a static envelope
leads to an apparent position shift of the envelope in the
direction of motion (De Valois and De Valois, 1991; Arnold
et al., 2007; Chung et al., 2007). Arnold and Johnston (2003)
proposed that MISC arises from motion-induced shifts in spatial
position (MIPS). Motion-based shifts are dynamic and take time
to establish. MIPS increases rapidly over the first roughly 80 ms of
stimulus presentation with a well-defined rate and then plateaus
or reduces to some degree (Arnold et al., 2007; Chung et al.,
2007; Jeon et al., 2020). It is therefore natural to ask if the time to
establish a spatial shift (MIPS) and the time interval at which the
shift and prediction diverge significantly, thought to determine
MISC frequency, are related.

Adaptation Induced Spatial Shift accrual rate describes a
similar effect in which motion adaptation induces an illusory
spatial shift in the direction of the motion after-effect (Snowden,
1998; Nishida and Johnston, 1999; Whitaker et al., 1999; McGraw
et al., 2002). After adaptation to a rotating windmill display, a
static pattern appears to rotate in the opposite direction, as in the
classic motion aftereffect, however, in addition to the impression
of motion there is a measurable progression in the apparent
location of spatial contours. The spatial shift and apparent speed
of the motion aftereffect are not commensurate (Nishida and
Johnston, 1999). MIPS and AISS have in common the fact that
a constant motion signal in the case of MIPS, or a consistent but
decreasing apparent speed in the case of the motion aftereffect,

leads to an increasing spatial shift over time. This gradual increase
in the size of the position shift with time implies processes
of temporal integration of spatial increments. However, the
motion adaptation induced effect is internally generated and
much slower, with a peak displacement at around 2 s and a
subsequent slow decay, compared to the around 80 ms rise
in MIPS. Nevertheless, participants who show a relatively fast
incremental process in AISS might also show a relatively fast
incremental process in MIPS, regardless of the differences in the
magnitude of the motion signal. We measured the accrual rate
of the illusion (magnitude change over time) in both tasks. If
MIPS and AISS involve a unitary process of motion-based visual
prediction, which is also shared by MISC, we might expect to see
rate correlations among these tasks.

Smooth Motion Threshold is an upper speed threshold after
which smooth motion gives way to an apparent turbulent
flickering motion (Harris, 1984). If it is the case that smooth
motion requires accurate visual prediction and matching of
prediction and incoming spatial pattern, with turbulent motion
resulting from an inability of prediction to track the spatial
pattern of the moving stimulus at high speed, we may
expect the SMT to also reflect some general rate of motion
prediction and comparison.

Our results showed a significant positive correlation between
MISC frequency and MIPS accrual rate, but there was no
significant correlation between the rate measures for any other
pair of tasks. The findings offer an intriguing possibility of the
existence of a common and periodic mechanism in motion-based
visual prediction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Thirty-one subjects with normal or corrected-to-normal visual
acuity participated in the study. They were two of the authors,
eight staff and Ph.D. students in vision science, and 21 additional
participants who were naïve to psychophysics. Three naïve
subjects, amongst those participating, were excluded from the
analyses. One participant reported that they could not perceive
the illusory jitter in MISC, another participant always made the
same response in the MISC task, although self-reported that they
could see the jitter, and a third participant withdrew and did not
complete the AISS task. Therefore, a total of 28 participants (aged
16–64 years, mean age 28.64; std 8.75, 13 male) were included.
The study was approved by the Ethics Committee in School of
Psychology, University of Nottingham. All the participants gave
written informed consent or guardian consent before taking part.

Apparatus
All stimuli were generated using Bits# (Cambridge Research
System, Cambridge, United Kingdom) and presented on 20-
inch CRT monitor (Mitsubishi DPlus 230SB) with 1024 x
768 resolution and 120 Hz refresh rate. Bits++ Mode was
used, and Gamma correction was achieved using a Colorcal
(Cambridge Research System, Cambridge, United Kingdom).
The stimuli were viewed at a distance of 114 cm, with the
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participant head stabilized by a head and chin rest. The
computer operating system was Ubuntu 18.04. The programming
platform was Psychotoolbox-3 (PTB-3; Kleiner et al., 2007) on
MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, United States; Version
Matlab_R2018a). The experimental room was completely dark,
except for the stimuli.

General Methods
Data collection for the four tasks (MISC, MIPS, AISS and SMT)
took about 3–4 h, which was completed in 3–4 separate days
within two consecutive weeks. On one test day, a standard
test order was MISC first and AISS last, with MIPS and SMT
randomly arranged. This procedure was used to avoid the effects
of dark adaptation on MISC, and the influence of fatigue caused
by the AISS tests on other tasks (i.e., each test run of AISS took
about 30 min while that of the other tasks took about 10 min;
see test details below for each task). On some later test days,
once data collection for MISC and SMT has been completed,
we tested MIPS first then AISS. Participants practiced before
the formal test for each task (usually 5–10 trials in MISC, AISS
and SMT, and one run of MIPS). Throughout all the tests,
participants were required to fixate on the centre cross while
viewing the stimuli.

We include stimulus illustrations in Figure 1, and a summary
of stimulus and task parameters in Table 1.

Motion Induced Spatial Conflict
The stimuli parameters were the same as used by Minami and
Amano (2017). For the illusory jitter stimulus (see Figure 1), a
vertical green bar [0.5 × 2.9 deg (W × H)] was superimposed
on a red square [2.9 × 2.9 deg (W × H)]. The red colour was
always at the maximum luminance the monitor could generate,
while the green colour (0.42 ± 0.05; range: 0.31–0.54 on 0–1
RGB scale) was adjusted for each participant before the formal
experiment to make this perceptually equiluminant with the
red, using a minimum motion task (Cavanagh et al., 1987; see
task details in Supplementary Material 1). The green bar and
red square, as a combined stimulus, was positioned vertically
3.6 deg away from the centre cross, and moved together either
from the left or right end of the screen (starting horizontally
7 deg away from the centre cross), at a speed of 7 deg/s.
Participants were required to maintain fixation, as tracking the
stimulus eliminates the illusion (see Supplementary Movie 1
for a demonstration of the illusion). The stimulus with physical
jitter was the same as the green/red stimulus, except that the
green bar was replaced by a same-sized black bar jittering
physically according to a sin function (position changed over
time; amplitude fixed at 0.1 deg). The background was black
(centred size: 17.0 × 12.8 deg) except for small white surround,
which served to maintain an approximately constant level of dark
adaptation through the task.

To measure the illusory jitter frequency in MISC, a constant
stimuli binary choice task was used. After presenting both
illusory and physical jitter stimuli simultaneously for 2 s (the
stimuli moved laterally in opposite directions, one above and one
below fixation), participants reported “which one jitters faster”
by pressing the “UP” or “DOWN” button on the computer

keyboard. The physical jitter frequency randomly ranged across
10 levels (5.0, 7.1, 8.0, 8.6, 9.2, 10.0, 10.9, 12.0, 13.3, 15.0 Hz),
and each frequency level was repeated 10 times, resulting in
100 trials in total for a test run. The relative position of the
illusory jitter to physical jitter (one above and one below fixation)
was randomly changed across trials. In addition, there was a
2 s interval between each trial, during which the centre cross
remained on the screen. The duration of each test run was about
10 min. Each participant received 1–5 test runs. We increased
the number of runs for naïve participants in order to improve
the precision of the measurement, given the likelihood of greater
variability in naïve participants. The average number of test runs
for naïve participants and expert psychophysical observers were
2.8 and 1.9, respectively.

Motion Induced Position Shift
The stimuli consisted of three vertically presented Gabor patches
(width/height, 1.44 deg; spatial frequency, 2.0 c/deg; temporal
frequency, 4.68 c/s; sigma in x and y, 0.23 deg; peak contrast
80%), with static envelopes and moving carriers, presented on a
grey background (see Figure 1 for one stimulus). The top and
bottom patches (the comparisons) were always vertically aligned
and placed 4 deg horizontally away from the centre cross. The
vertical eccentricity for the comparisons was 1.5 deg, and for
the middle test patch, 0 deg. The three patches moved at the
same speed of 2.34 (4.68/2) deg/s, but in opposite directions -
the comparisons always moved to the right while the middle test
carrier always moved to the left.

A staircase procedure was used to measure the magnitude
of the illusion for different stimuli durations. The test duration
varied across 12 levels (16.7, 33.3, 50.0, 66.7, 83.3, 100.0, 116.7,
133.3, 150.0, 183.3, 500, 1000 ms), resulting in 12 staircases.
The three Gabors were randomly presented either on the left
or right side of fixation a) to control for any bias related to
field of view, (b) to reduce potential drifts in fixation and (c)
to balance effects of movement direction (toward or away from
the fovea). The three Gabors had the same duration within a
trial, and the test duration was randomized over trials. After
each presentation, participants reported if the position of the
middle test patch was more to the left or right of the upper
and lower patches, by pressing the “LEFT” or “RIGHT” button
on the computer keyboard. For each staircase, the physical
position of the test patch was changed by a simple up-down
method (Levitt, 1971): if the participant’s last response were
“LEFT”, the test position would be more right relative to the
position in the last trial; if the last response were “RIGHT”,
the test position would be more left. A reversal occurred
when the participant’s last two responses were different (e.g.,
pressed “LEFT” followed by “RIGHT”). The increment of the
test position (the step size) halved with an increase in reversal
number, starting from 0.16 deg when the reversal number was
zero, and saturating at 0.04 deg after the reversal number
reached two. There were six reversals in total for each staircase.
All the 12 staircases were intermingled in one experimental
run to reduce potential response bias caused by participants’
recognition of a single test staircase, with each staircase (a)
starting from a very high or low value chosen at random and,
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TABLE 1 | Stimulus and task parameters for the four tasks in this study.

MISC MIPS AISS SMT

Stimulus type Red squares with
superimposed green or black
bar

Gabor patches with drifting
gratings (carriers)

Windmill(s) created by a sinusoidal luminance modulation of 2

cycles per rotation

Stimulus
geometry
(deg)

Red square: 2.9 × 2.9
Green/black bar: 0.5 × 2.9
Vertical eccentricity: 3.6
Horizontal eccentricity: 0–7.0 in
motion
Fixation cross: 0.3 × 0.3
Black background centred size:
17.0 × 12.8

Grating size: 1.44
Grating spatial frequency:
2.0 c/deg
Grating temporal
frequency: 4.68 c/s
Gabor mask sigma: 0.23
Grating horizontal
eccentricity: 4.0
Comparison grating vertical
eccentricity:1.5
Fixation cross: 0.3 × 0.3

Windmill diameter: 4.0
Windmill central hole
diameter: 0.67
Windmills eccentricity:
4.0
Fixation cross:
0.3 × 0.3

Windmill diameter: 8.0
Windmill central hole diameter:
1.33
Fixation cross: 0.3 × 0.3

Stimulus
luminance
(cd/m2)

Red square: 23.2
Green bar: 20.7–35.4
Black background: 0
White edges: 98.5

Gratings: 9.9–88.6
Background: 49.3

Windmill: 9.9–88.6
Background: 49.3

Windmill: 39.4–59.1
Background: 49.3

Stimulus
contrast

∼1 0.8 0.8 0.2

Motion
parameters

Linear movement speed:
7.0 deg/s
Black bar physical jitter:
sinusoidal; amplitude – 0.1 deg;
frequency – see “Manipulation”

Drift speed: 2.34 deg/s
Test drift direction: leftward
Comparison drift direction:
rightward

3.0 rotation/s (6.0 Hz) See “Manipulation”

Stimulus
duration (s)

2.0 See “Manipulation” Adaptation phase: 180
Top-up: 8.0
The test: 2.2
The comparison: 0.2

2.0

Method Constant stimuli and 2AFC Staircase (1-up 1-down or 1-down 1-up) Constant stimuli and 2AFC

Manipulation Physical jitter frequency: 5.0,
7.1, 8.0, 8.6, 9.2, 10.0, 10.9,
12.0, 13.3, 15.0 Hz

Stimulus duration:
16.7–183.3 ms in 16.7 ms
increments; also, 500 and
1000 ms, resulting in 12
staircases.
To measure the magnitude
of the illusion in each
staircase, the physical
position of the test
changed, while the
comparison positions kept
invariant.

T-C interval (the illusion
accumulation time):
0–2 s in 0.5 s
increments, resulting in
5 staircases.
To measure the
magnitude of the
illusion in each
staircase, the test
orientation changed,
while the comparison
was always vertical.

Windmill temporal frequency
(defined by luminance change;
1 cycle/s of windmill rotation
delivers a pixel temporal
frequency of 2 Hz): 4.0, 5.3,
6.0, 6.7, 7.3, 8.0, 9.3, 10.0 Hz

In a single test run, all the staircases were intermingled,

and each randomly started from a very high or low value.

Trials per test
run

10 for each frequency condition 10–20 per staircase 10–15 per staircase 10 for each temporal frequency
condition

Test runs 1–5 At least 3 At least 3 1

Michelson contrast was specified throughout; 2AFC = two-alternative forced choice; also see Figure 1.

(b) waiting at the nth reversal point until all the other staircases
reached that point. Each participant completed at least three
experiment runs.

Adaptation Induced Spatial Shift
The stimuli and methods were the same as in Nishida and
Johnston (1999). Windmills with a 40 min grey region at the
centre subtended 4 deg in diameter and were presented 4 deg left
or right of a central fixation cross. Each windmill had a sinusoidal
luminance modulation of 2 cycles per rotation at 80% contrast on
a grey background (see Figure 1 and Supplementary Movie 2).

During an initial adaptation phase, participants watched a
windmill rotating at 3 rotations/s (6 Hz) on the left side of the
screen for 3 min (the stimulus was the same as described above).
In each trial of the following test phase, a static test windmill
was presented for 2.2 s on the left at the same position as the
adapter, and a comparison windmill was presented for 0.2 s on
the opposite side (4 deg right to the centre) simultaneously, both
with a sharp onset and offset. The onset time between the test and
comparison (T-C interval) determined the duration of the spatial
shift at the test position which varied across five levels (0, 0.5, 1.0,
1.5, 2.0 s). Participants indicated, at the time that the comparison
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was presented, if the black region of the left test windmill was
more clockwise or anti-clockwise relative to that of the right
comparison windmill (which was always vertical) by pressing the
“LEFT” or “RIGHT” button on the keyboard. The use of a relative
judgment allowed us to discount any influence of eye movements.
Except for the first 3-min adaptation period, there was always 8 s
top-up adaptation period preceding each new test trial.

A similar staircase procedure as in MIPS was used to measure
the magnitude of the spatial shift on each T-C interval condition.
For each condition (or staircase), the physical orientation of
the test windmill was changed according to participant’s last
response in a simple up-down fashion: a response of “the test
more clockwise relative to the comparison stimulus” led to the
test orientation more “anti-clockwise” in the next trial, and vice
versa. A reversal occurred when the responses in two consecutive
trials were different. The step size halved with an increase in
reversal number, starting from eight angular degrees when the
reversal number was zero, and saturating at one angular degree
after the reversal number reached three. Six reversals in total were
measured for each staircase. To equate the state of adaptation, the
staircases were intermingled, with the same setting as in MIPS.
Each participant completed at least three runs.

Smooth Motion Threshold
The same windmill as was used for AISS was used here, except
that the size of the windmill was doubled, and the contrast
reduced to 20% (see Figure 1).

The method of constants was used to measure the smooth
motion threshold. The windmill was alternately rotated in the
clockwise or anti-clockwise direction on different trials, at one of
a set of randomly chosen temporal frequencies (ranging across
8 levels: 4.0, 5.3, 6.0, 6.7, 7.3, 8.0, 9.3, 10.0 Hz). Note that 1
cycle/s of windmill rotation delivers a pixel temporal frequency
of 2 Hz. There were 5 repetitions for each frequency condition
and two directions of rotation, leading to 80 (8 × 5 × 2)
trials in total. In each trial, the rotating windmill was presented
for 2 s then disappeared. Participants judged if the presented
stimulus was moving smoothly or not, by pressing the “J” or
“K” button on a standard keyboard. A lack of smooth motion
appeared as flicker during the motion sequence. This distinction
was explained in the instructions provided to participants before
the experiment started.

RESULTS

Results in Each Task
The data for one representative participant in each of the four
tasks with model details are plotted in Figure 2. Descriptive
statistics for all measures are listed in Table 2 (see also
Supplementary Material 2 for all participant results). We
describe how the data was treated for each task below.

In MISC and SMT, logistic functions were fitted to participant
response data in each test run. The point of subjective equality
(PSE) is defined as the 50% point in the function, representing the
illusory jitter frequency in MISC and smooth motion threshold
in SMT, respectively. For participants who completed more than

one test run, their combined result was the average of the
results across runs.

In MIPS and AISS, only the last 4 (out of 6) reversals in a single
staircase were processed, and all staircase results in different test
runs were put together to calculate the magnitude of the illusion
(the mean of all results) on each manipulated time condition.
Linear models were fitted to the mean values in Matlab using the
“regress” function (Chatterjee and Hadi, 1986). Only the first five
mean values (0–83 ms) in MIPS were used since all participant
data indicated a saturation of the illusion at about 100 ms (see
Supplementary Material 3). All the mean values were used in
AISS since there was no saturation (see Supplementary Material
4). The regression coefficient in the model represents the accrual
rate of the illusion.

Correlations
First, we analysed the data using only the significant accrual
rates (i.e., p < = 0.05 in the regression) in MIPS and AISS.
Given the small sample sizes (the lowest: N = 14 in AISS), the
Shapiro-Wilk (S-W) test was used to check the data normality in
each task. The result showed that none of the performance data
follows the normal distribution (all p < 0.05). Hence, Spearman’s
correlation was employed for the correlation analysis. Spearman’s
correlation is in any case to be preferred, since it is based on
rank and is therefore is more robust to outliers (Mollon et al.,
2017). Table 3 shows the results: MISC and MIPS scores were
significantly correlated (Spearman’s r = 0.50, p = 0.01; 95%
Bootstrap CI = (0.12, 0.75), see details in section “Result reliability
test”); all other correlations were non-significant (all p > 0.05).
Since there seems to be an outlier in the MIPS data (5.37 deg/s),
we further analysed the MISC and MIPS correlation with this
outlier excluded. A significant correlation between the two task
performances remained (Spearman’s r = 0.44, p = 0.03, N = 25).
Figure 3 shows scatter plots of the participant performance data
for all pairs of the four tasks.

As only five mean values were used to build the linear model
in MIPS and AISS, the requirement that the accrual rate reach
significance might be considered too strict. We further analysed
the data including all the 28 participants’ results for each task.
The S-W test showed that the performance data in most tasks
did not follow the normal distribution (all p < = 0.05 except
p = 0.11 for AISS). We again used Spearman correlation. Table 4
shows the results: only the performance in MISC and MIPS
were significantly correlated (Spearman’s r = 0.47, p = 0.01);
all other correlations were non-significant (all p > 0.05). We
also calculated the correlation between the MISC and MIPS
performance while excluding the apparent outlier in MIPS
(5.37 deg/s). A significant correlation between the two task
performances remained (Spearman’s r = 0.41, p = 0.04, N = 27).
Supplementary Material 5 shows scatter plots of the participant
performance data for any pair of the four tasks.

Reliability Test
To test the reliability of the significant relationship between
MISC and MIPS with respect to sample size (maximum N = 28),
we used a bootstrapping method (Efron and Tibshirani, 1986).
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FIGURE 2 | An illustration of one participant’s data in all four tasks. In (A) MISC, the percentage of trials for “perceiving physical jitter faster” is plotted as a function of
physical jitter frequency. Logistic functions [y = 1/(1+exp(a-x)/ b)] were fitted to the data, using a least squares method. The PSE and slope, which are a and b in the
function, represent the illusory jitter frequency and participant discrimination performance, respectively. In (B) MIPS and (C) AISS, the magnitude of the illusion (mean
and standard deviation based on the data of all test runs) is plotted as a function of stimulus duration or T-C interval. A linear model (y = B0 + B1 × t) was used to fit
the first five mean values (0–83 ms) in MIPS and all the mean values in AISS. The B1 stands for the accrual rate of the illusion in the model. The R-squared and
p-value in the regression analysis are shown in the figure. Note that the unit of the illusion (◦) is retinal degrees in MIPS and angular degrees in AISS, respectively. In
(D) SMT, the analysis method was the same as for MISC, except that the percentage of trials for “perceiving perturbed motion” is plotted as a function of stimulus
temporal frequency, and the PSE indicates the smooth motion threshold. Also see Figure 1 and Table 1.

TABLE 2 | Descriptive statistics for all measures.

Task Measure Mean Median SD Range R2 range n

MISC Illusory jitter frequency (Hz) 9.36 9.12 0.92 8.15–10.75 28

MIPS Accrual rate – selected observers
(retinal deg/s)

2.80 2.70 0.84 1.23–5.37 0.75–0.99 26

Accrual rate – all (retinal deg/s) 2.67 2.65 0.93 0.83–5.37 0.46–0.99 28

AISS Accrual rate – selected observers
(angular deg/s)

1.48 1.16 0.72 0.57–3.46 0.79–0.97 14

Accrual rate – all (angular deg/s) 1.01 1.12 0.84 −0.74–3.46 0.08–0.97 28

SMT Temporal frequency (Hz) 6.46 6.66 0.52 5.54–7.40 28

As a linear regression model was used to calculate the accrual rate in MIPS and AISS, results are reported including all participants (all) and those where the regression
was significant (selected observers, significance level: α = 0.05). The ranges of R-squared in the regression are given in the table.

For this analysis, we included the data from 26 subjects with
significant accrual rates (by the linear model) in MIPS.

We used the following procedure: a sample size was first
determined within a range of 5 to 26; then for each level of sample

size, we drew 10,000 bootstrap samples from the participant data,
and calculated Spearman’s r and p-value for each sample. Outliers
existed in both r and p-values distributions (see Figure 4A for a
representative histogram when the sample size is 26, or Figures in
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TABLE 3 | Correlations using significant accrual rates only in MIPS and AISS.

Task MISC MIPS AISS SMT

MISC —

MIPS 0.50** —

AISS 0.28 0.27 —

SMT 0.10 0.23 −0.15 —

Spearman’s correlation was used; the sample size was 28 in MISC and SMT, 26 in
MIPS, and 14 in AISS, respectively; ** p = 0.01; see also Figure 3.

Supplementary Material 6 for all histograms). We therefore used
the median, rather than mean, to measure the central tendency
of the data. We report the median of the 10,000 r and 10,000
bootstrap p-values as a function of sample size (see Figure 4B).
The median r appears to saturate when the sample size reaches 10,
with the r at 0.50. The median p-value function drops below 0.05
when the sample size exceeds 15 (p-value of 0.056). We conclude
from this that our sample size (N = 26) was sufficient to detect a
significant correlation.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we adopted an individual differences approach
to investigate relationships amongst four tasks (see Figure 1)
within the framework of motion-based visual prediction. In the
MISC task, we measured the illusory jitter frequency that has
been shown to be correlated with and match the frequency of
alpha oscillations in the brain (Amano et al., 2008; Minami and
Amano, 2017). In the MIPS task, we measured the accrual of the
positional shift in a stimulus duration range of 0–83 ms, using a
linear regression model. We showed that the measures in these
two tasks were significantly correlated, regardless of whether we
included just the significant accrual rates (by the linear model)
in MIPS (r = 0.50, p = 0.01, N = 26), or not (using all the data;
r = 0.47, p = 0.01, N = 28). The robustness of the significant result
against sample size was further confirmed by a bootstrapping
method. In addition, a scatter plot of the naïve participant and
expert psychophysical observer data on the two tasks showed that
it is unlikely that the significant correlation was a spurious result
arising from pooling of two non-overlapping clusters based on
expertise (Makin and Orban de Xivry, 2019; see Supplementary
Material 7). Overall, these results suggest a shared mechanism
in MISC and MIPS, implying a common, periodic process in
motion-based visual prediction.

We did not see any correlations between performance in
the SMT task and the other tasks. There is no evidence for a
link between the upper threshold for smooth motion and the
frequency of illusory jitter. However, the lack of a correlation
of SMT with other tasks indicates that the link between MISC
and MIPS is not simply a consequence of non-perceptual
generic factors such as personality, arousal, conscientiousness,
expertise, or the ability to maintain a stable response criterion,
varying across participants – if so, we might expect correlations
between all tasks.

Researchers do not typically differentiate between adaptation-
and real-motion-induced spatial illusions (Whitaker et al., 1999;

McGraw et al., 2002; Arnold et al., 2007; Chung et al., 2007).
However, our result showed that the performance in the AISS
task was not correlated with that in the MIPS or MISC task. It
is possible that separate mechanisms may underly these illusions
arising from real and illusory motion. However, there are a
number of potential alternative reasons for the lack of correlation.
The first is that the measuring AISS using a temporal probe
technique is more difficult for naïve participants and the data
is therefore likely to be noisier than the MIPS data. Second,
the speed of seen motion is substantially higher for real motion
than for the motion after-effect. Thirdly, the time scales of these
effects are very different (0–2 s in AISS vs. 0–83 ms in MIPS
vs. instantaneously in MISC, see Figure 2 and Supplementary
Materials 3, 4 for participant data in AISS and MIPS).

The observed positive correlation between MISC and
MIPS timing suggests they both reflect a common rate
of neural processing. However, the mechanisms by which
motion influences perceived position and spatial pattern remain
unclear. Two related approaches have been taken to linking
representations of motion and position. Both approaches are in
essence models of object tracking in which object trajectories
are coded in terms of a representation of object position over
time. The first strategy is motivated by the observation that
a joint representation of motion and position can support a
solution to the aperture problem by augmenting a probabilistic
velocity distribution with position and using both to constrain
a predictive model, thereby using trajectories over time to limit
possible solutions (Perrinet and Masson, 2012). This approach
has been extended to model position extrapolation in trajectory
estimation (Khoei et al., 2013) and the flash-lag effect (Khoei
et al., 2017). The second approach combines estimates of texture
motion and object motion and provides a model of MIPS by
changing the relative weights of texture motion and window
(object) motion (Kwon et al., 2015), the latter of which would
be zero in the case of static windows. Although both of these
approaches allow a shift in the representation of position, only
velocity and position are represented in the models; they do
not address a shift in spatial pattern. The proposal that motion-
based shifts involve the forward prediction of spatial pattern is
supported by evidence of subthreshold summation of predictions
and in-phase spatial pattern at the leading edge of motion
(Arnold et al., 2007; Roach et al., 2011).

Motion Induced Position Shift increases over the first 80 ms
of stimulation and is then sustained over time. After this time
point the dynamic system is essentially in a stationary mode in
that the stimulus velocity and the consequent spatial shift are
approximately constant as indeed will be the relationship between
motion-based spatial prediction and the sensory input. We note
that the magnitude of the shift can reduce at longer durations and
higher speeds (Chung et al., 2007; Jeon et al., 2020), however, this
may reflect rapid motion adaptation, or better segmentation of
the window from the moving carrier. The spatial jitter in MISC
also implies a shift of spatial pattern, however, the shift changes
too quickly to be directly measured. The correlation between the
accrual rate in MIPS and the jitter frequency in MISC suggests
that the spatial shift in the high contrast border may accrue at
the same rate in both stimulus types within the first 100 ms.
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FIGURE 3 | Scatter plots of participant performance data for all pairings of the four tasks. Spearman’s r and p-value calculated by each paired data are shown in
each figure. Only significant accrual rates in MIPS and AISS were used (see Figure 2 for details), and the sample size was 28 in the MISC and SMT task, 26 in MIPS,
and 14 in AISS. (A) The plot of MISC and MIPS scores. The illusory jitter frequency in MISC and accrual rate in MIPS were significantly correlated (N = 26). There
seems to be an outlier for the MIPS data (5.37◦/s, on the figure’s top-right corner). Although, Spearman’s correlation is rank-based and has an advantage of
robustness to outliers, we also conducted the correlation analysis while excluding this outlier. The result was still significant (Spearman’s r = 0.44, p = 0.03, N = 25).
(B) The plot of MISC and AISS scores. (C) The plot of MISC and SMT scores. (D) The plot of MIPS and AISS scores. (E) The plot of MIPS and SMT scores. (F) The
plot of AISS and SMT scores. All correlations in (B–F) were non-significant. Note the lines through the data were fitted using linear regression, whereas Spearman’s
correlation is based on rank order, and therefore the slopes and the signs of the r-values need not correspond.

However, in MIPS there is a match between the motion-based
prediction and the upcoming stimulus, whereas in MISC, because
the equiluminant and luminance-contrast speed signals differ, it
is thought that there is an increasing discrepancy in the motion-
based spatial prediction over time which is resolved in favour
of the incoming data before the cycle is repeated. This proposal

would link the MISC cycle frequency with the accrual rate of
motion-based spatial shifts.

Note that a velocity signal does not contain any information
about the spatial pattern that gives rise to it and therefore its
influence on spatial pattern and its apparent position needs
to be on a separate, more low-level, spatial representation.
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TABLE 4 | Correlations using all accrual rates in MIPS and AISS.

Task MISC MIPS AISS SMT

MISC —

MIPS 0.47** —

AISS 0.12 0.28 —

SMT 0.10 0.06 −0.22 —

Spearman’s correlation was used; the sample size was 28 for each task; ∗∗

p = 0.01; see also Supplementary Material 5.

FIGURE 4 | Bootstrapping results based on MISC and significant MIPS data
(N = 26). 10,000 bootstrap resamples were drawn for each condition of
sample size (range: 5–26), resulting in 10,000 Spearman’s r and p-value for
each. (A) A representative histogram of r and p-values when the sample size
is 26. The histograms look similar when the sample size ranges from 10 to 26;
see all the histograms in Supplementary Material 6. (B) The red and blue
curve show the change of the median r and p-value (based on the 10,000
resamples) as a function of sample size, respectively. The blue dashed line
represents p = 0.05.

Further indications of an interaction between processing levels
in the motion system comes from evidence that adaptation for
global motion has both global and local components (Scarfe
and Johnston, 2011). To explain the link between MISC and
alpha frequency we propose a plausible functional circuit between
MT/V5 in which speed and direction of motion may be encoded
and represented, and V1 which contains information about the

spatial pattern (Nishida and Johnston, 1999; McGraw et al., 2002;
Chung et al., 2007; also see a review of MT neurophysiology
in Born and Bradley, 2005). MT/V5 has also been shown to
be necessary for Representational Momentum – a typical result
of motion-based visual prediction (Senior et al., 2002; see a
review of the effect in Hubbard, 2005). The specific process
in a predict-and-compare loop could be that MT/V5 sends
motion signals (e.g., about velocity) to V1, then V1 generates the
predicted spatial representation, compares the prediction to the
instantaneous input spatial pattern at the appropriate time, and
returns a prediction error (if any) to MT/V5, which is then used
to calibrate motion processing (Johnston, 2013, 2017). Given that
MIPS is established by 80 ms, the interactions between motion
coding and spatial representation would need to operate at a
high rate. We expect the checking process to be recursive and
discrete as the (delayed) motion signal from MT/V5 would have
to be applied to a stored spatial signal in V1 corresponding to
the time the motion calculation was initiated and then compared
with the incoming spatial representation. The proposed recursive
interaction between two brain areas could generate both MISC
and oscillating brain activity in the alpha frequency band (Amano
et al., 2008; Minami and Amano, 2017; Alamia and VanRullen,
2019), or alternatively activity at the alpha frequency might
control the timing of the operations. The correlation between
MISC and MIPS timing offers the interesting possibility of an
additional link between alpha frequency and MIPS accrual rate,
which merits further investigation.
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Supplementary Movie 1 | This movie demonstrates the MISC illusion. When
fixating on the centre cross, the illusory jitter appears around the green and red

edge position, along the axis of movement, for both top and bottom stimuli. The
jitter illusion should disappear when either the upper or lower stimulus is tracked.
The illusion requires the green and red colour to be perceptually equiluminant for
the observer and is clearest at moderately low ambient luminance levels. The
relative luminance levels of the red and green segments can sometimes be
adjusted by tilting the display screen. For the clearest demonstration download
the video and play it on a local computer.

Supplementary Movie 2 | This movie provides a demonstration of the AISS
illusion. After 30 s adaptation, two static windmills are presented on the screen for
2 s – one on the left and one on the right side. The left static stimulus appears to
rotate anti-clockwise, and the right appears to rotate clockwise. The illusory shift
of the dark vertical bar increases gradually over around 2 s. After the first
adaptation period, there is a 5 s top-up adaptation period preceding the next
appearance of the two static windmills. To see the illusion, please maintain fixation
on the centre cross while watching the video. We recommend downloading the
video and playing it on a local computer.
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